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[R] - ITEM IS RESTRICTED
1. MR. CLARK ANDERSON, LEGAL ATTACHE, TOLD COS AND AMBASSADOR MANN OF RUMOR
   REPEAT RUMOR THAT "OSWALD HAD DEPOSITED FIVE THOUSAND DOLLARS IN A BANK IN THE
   UNITED STATES".

2. ON 27 NOVEMBER AMBASSADOR IN PRESENCE COS ASKED ANDERSON ABOUT THIS
   AGAIN AND ANDERSON SAID RUMOR REPEAT RUMOR WAS ON TELEVISION AND RADIO IN MEXICO.
   ANDERSON SAID HE HAD NO REPEAT NO INFORMATION FROM HIS HEADQUARTERS TO CONFIRM
   OR DENY THIS. HE SAID HE WOULD CHECK HIS HEADQUARTERS.

3. COS HAS NOT HEARD RUMOR RE FIVE THOUSAND DOLLAR DEPOSIT ON TELEVISION
   OR RADIO; BUT FEELS SURE ANDERSON OR SOME OF HIS OFFICE DID HEAR THIS. THIS
   STATION HAD NO ADDITIONAL INFORMATION CONCERNING THIS; BUT NOW ASSUMES ALVARADO
   MAY HAVE HEARD SAME RADIO OR TELEVISION REPORT AND THUS HAVE HAD "BASIS" FOR
   FIVE THOUSAND DOLLAR PAYMENT.